A model for signal transmission in an ear having hair cells with free-standing stereocilia. II. Macromechanical stage.
A model of the signal-processing properties of the macromechanical system of the alligator-lizard middle and inner ear is developed. The model is based on measurements (as a function of tone frequency) of ossicular and basilar-membrane motion and of acoustic input-admittance at the tympanic membrane before and after alterations of middle-ear and inner-ear structures. From the structure of the ear, we formulate an equivalent electric network consisting of six admittance blocks and two transformers. The admittance blocks represent the mechanical properties of particular structures, e.g. the tympanic membrane (TM), the ossicle, the TM-ossicular joint, the vestibule, the basilar membrane and the helicotrema. The transformers represent the conversions from acoustical to mechanical variables performed by the TM-ossicular system and by the columella footplate. The block admittances and transformer ratios are inferred from the measurements, and each admittance is approximated by a network with a few simple elements. The resulting model fits the experimental results satisfactorily, allows correlations between specific structures and response behavior, and predicts the macromechanical transfer function. This transfer function acts as the first stage of a model of the alligator-lizard auditory periphery (Weiss et al., Weiss and Leong, 1985, Hearing Res. 20, 131-138, 157-174, 175-195). In the model the frequency dependence of basilar-membrane motion (1) is determined primarily by the tympanic membrane and extracolumella in the middle frequencies and (2) is affected by the helicotrema at low frequencies and the TM-ossicular joint at high frequencies.